
Mini-Monoseal
Semi-automatic carton sealing 
device.
Operator presents one end of 
carton over the glue pot and starts 
the cycle via a foot pedal. 
Carton is manually lifted 
up to compression plate for 
sealing. Hot melt glue closure.

Twinseal
Semi-automatic, horizontal cartoner.
Speed: up to 1800 cartons/hour. Loaded 
carton is placed in machine where
two end flaps are sealed simultan-
eously. Hot melt, cold glue or 
hot  air sealing.

E-System 2000
Automatic horizontal
cartoner.
Speed: up to 1500 
cartons/hour. 
Erects, loads and 
closes end-load cartons
in moderate speed 
packaging lines. Tuck
closure, hot melt glue 
or hot air closure.

V-System
Automatic, vertical cartoner.
Speed: up to 2400 cartons/hour. 
Cartons are erected, bottom of carton
is closed, presented for product load-
ing and top of carton is closed. Glue
or tuck closure.

Spartan
Automatic, horizontal cartoner.
Speed: up to 2400 cartons/hour. 
Cartons are erected, presented
for product loading, closed and
delivered. Glue or tuck closure.

Pegasus Cartoner
Automatic, horizontal cartoner.
Speed: up to 7200 cartons/hour. 
Cartons are erected, presented for 
product loading, closed and delivered.
Glue or tuck closure.

Simple cartoning and casepacking equipment!
ECONOCORP is established the world over as a manufacturer of productive,

economical cartoning machines and casepacking systems for end-loaded
or top-loaded cartons of either paperboard or corrugated material.

End Load Cartoning Capabilities



Top Load Cartoning Capabilities
ECONOLOCK/ECONOFORM
Automatic tray formers.
Speed: up to 1500 trays/hour. 
Flat, die cut blanks are pulled
from magazine and tray is
formed - either corner lock
(ECONOLOCK) or corner 
glue (ECONOFORM).

T-System
Automatic top load system.
Speed: up to 1500 cartons/hour.
Integrated line forms, conveys, closes 
and seals top loaded cartons.

Econopacker
Semi-automatic casepacker.

Speed: up to 600 cases/hour.
Accommodates corrugated 
and folding board materials. 
RSC styles. Full flap, economy
flaps and butting end flap 
construction.

Econocaser
Automatic horizontal casepacker.
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Reverse Tri-Seal
Semi-automatic cover closer.
Speed: up to 1800 cartons/hour. 
3-flap sealer for cartons with
hinged covers. Seals end flaps
first, then front flap.

Casepacking


